A reexamination of the experimental data and previous electronic-structure calculations on the prototype Schottky system Al/GaAs(110), together with new calculations, indicates that at low coverages and temperatures neither a covalent bond nor a metallic bond is likely to be formed between Al and the substrate. Instead, the predominant species is likely to be Al clusters which interact only weakly and largely nondirectionally with the substrate. In contrast with all previous theoretical models which assume an epitaxially ordered array of chemisorption bonds even at submonolayer coverage, it then appears that the formation of a Schottky barrier as well as other physical and chemical characteristics of the interface (e.g. , core level and exciton shifts, valence-band photoemission spectra, gap states, surface atomic relaxation) are not explainable in terms of strong and ordered chemisorption bonds. This weakly interacting cluster model leads to several interesting predictions regarding the atomic structure and spectroscopy of this metal-semiconductor interface at the initial stages of its formation; The properties of the interface at higher temperatures (i.e. , after annealing) are discussed in terms of an Al-Ga exchange reaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of the changes in the electronic and structural properties of a clean GaAs surface upon deposition of submonolayer a'mounts of polyvalent metal atoms (e.g. , Al) at low temperatures has long been recognized as central to the development of reliable microscopic models for the formation of Schottky barriers and the understanding of chemisorption-induced surface chemistry in heteropolar semiconductors. ' ' A large diversity of theoretical methods has been applied to the problem, ranging from empirical tight-binding (TB) to local semiempirical pseudopotentials' and coreless Hartree-Fock (HF) cluster methods. The major differences from the previous case are as follows.
(i) The As s state a" is unattenuated relative to the clean-surface state a since in this geometry A(I) does not cap the surface As.
(ii) The peak b" is unshifted but has a somewhat increased intensity. Fig. 1(c) ], the Al p electrons are delocalized into the empty Ga orbitals, leading to positively charged Al. In case 1(b) one expects a shift of the As (Al) core states to higher (lower) ionization energies, whereas in situation 1(c) the As (Al) [b,(n, m) &0] and chemisorption [b,(n, m) (ii) For some elements one may find a second critical cluster size n~* (equal or larger than n*):
Clusters of size n** are more stable than some (n~~) larger clusters (i.e. , Eb'" &Eb for a few m values with m & n*~) In this .case, cluster growth is inhibited above the size n** by the low probability of the simultaneous n*-* -m events. For example, the Be data show n~* =5, i.e. , Be5, if formed, will disproportionate into Be4+Be. In such cases the distribution of cluster sizes will have a peak at n**. At present, no information is available on possible n** values for clusters formed from column-III elements.
(iii) The properties indicated in (i) and (ii) above suggest that, in general, one may expect to find forbidden cluster sizes, e.g. , n =2, 3, and 5 Al"clusters (n =5, 9, 13, 19, 25, 43) produces a very poor fit to the LEED profiles, models involving a lower-lying exchanged Al (subsurface layer) yield far better fits to the data.
(vi) Since Al(I) does have a small but negative binding energy to the substrate (Sec. IV), it is possible that for small arrival rates and low coverage and temperature such bonds would be formed. These will then provide an activation energy for cluster formation. Under these conditions one may expect that cluster formation will be supressed.
(This suggestion is due to J. Van (100) 
